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EXISTING
CONDITIONS
Chapter 2 discusses current and projected demographics and employment,
and existing land use, transportation network, housing, natural and cultural
resources, and commercial market as it relates to Rome. The data presented,
along with information gathered during meetings with stakeholders and the
general public, yield a unique list of needs and opportunities that will impact
the recommendations laid out in Chapter 3 - Community Vision.

Pages 38-39: Town Green in Rome
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FACTS &
FIGURES
DEMOGRAPHICS

AGE

ROME POPULATION

TOTAL POPULATION
»»
»»

In 2018, Rome’s total population was 37,305

»»

Generation Z (ages 0-12): 18%

people.

»»

Millennials (ages 13-35): 30%

In the 1960s, Rome made up nearly half of Floyd

»»

Generation X (ages 36-52): 22%

»»

Baby Boomers (ages 53-71): 19%

»»

Silent Generation (ages 72-84): 8%

»»

Greatest Generation (ages 85 and older): 3%

County’s population (46.8%). In subsequent
decades, this percentage has decreased. Today,
the city’s population makes up about 38.5% of the
county’s population.
»»

Within the city, the age of current residents are broken down below by generation:

FLOYD
COUNTY
POPULATION

38.5%

Population forecasts are based upon the

Millennials are more prevalent in Rome than any other group, however, that is expected to change. The median age

assumption that Rome’s share of the county

for Rome residents is 35.9 years; compared to Floyd County and the Northwest Georgia region, the population is

population will remain consistent throughout

slightly younger by a few years. The graph below compares age of residents in Rome to those in Floyd County.

the next twenty or so years. However, this could
change pending the outcome of growth strategies
explored within this plan.
»»

The city can expect a 0.23% average annual
growth rate from 2018 through 2040. This
equates to 4,326 new residents (41,631 total), and
197 new residents each year.

POPULATION

ROME

FLOYD COUNTY

STATE OF GEORGIA

2000 Census

34,980

90,565

8,186,491

2010 Census

36,303

96,317

9,687,653

2018 Estimate

37,792

98,161

10,467,269

0.4%

0.5%

1.5%

2,812

7,596

2,280,778

CAGR Growth (2000-2018)
New Population (20002018)

Generation Z
(0-12)

Millennials
(13-35)

Generation X
(36-52)

Boomers
(53-71)

Silent
(72-84)

Greatest
(85+)

Rome
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RACE & ETHNICITY
»»

INCOME

Rome is more racially diverse than the region,

»»

with only 50% of Rome’s residents classifying
themselves as “white alone” compared to 70% of
»»

»»

EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

The median household income of Rome residents

»»

Educational attainment is low in Rome, but is consistent with the rest of the county and region.

is $36,457.

»»

Only 18% of Rome residents have a bachelor’s degree or an advanced degree, while about 26% of the

64% of Rome residents have incomes below

population has not graduated with a high school diploma.

Floyd County and 78% of Northwest Georgia.

$50,000, contributing to a median household

Rome has a higher percentage of Hispanic/Latino

income that is 28% lower than the region’s

about the same as the county and region, but lower than the state’s. High school graduation rates are lower

residents, with 20% reporting Hispanic or Latino

median household income ($50,762).

than the county, region, and state’s rates, by 5.2%, 5.7%, and 11.6%, respectively.

ancestry, compared to Floyd County’s 11%.

»»

»»

Compared to the county, region, and state, attainment of a bachelor’s degree and/or an advanced degree is

The graph below shows the comparison between the city, county, region, and state.

100%
90%

6.8%
10.9%

7.5%

6.3%

11.4%

11.1%
18.4%

80%
Rome

50%

23%

11%

11.1%

11%
70%

27.1%

28.2%

28.3%

60%

28.2%
50%
40%

29.6%

32.4%

34.4%

30%

28.2%

20%
10%

25.6%

20.4%

19.9%

14.0%

0%

Less than High School Diploma

High School Diploma

2 Yeaer Degree/Some College

4 Year Degree

Advanced Degree
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EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT INFLOW/OUTFLOW

GENERAL ASSESSMENT
»»

»»

Employment in Rome fell from 30,033 jobs in 2006 to 26,3878 jobs in 2015. The sharpest decline in

nearly 20,000 of them live outside the city. 80%

employment happened in 2012.

of them live in neighboring communities, like

»»

The city has since recovered around 52% of the jobs lost during the Recession.

»»

62% of all employees work in Rome’s four leading employment sectors:
»»

Healthcare (28.4%)

»»

Retail trade (12.3%)

»»

Accommodation & food services (11.4%)

»»

Manufacturing (9.4%)

24,636
Rome
employment

13,118
Workers living in
Rome
8,327 residents

unincorporated Floyd County and Cedartown.
»»

Work outside the city

About two-thirds of working Rome residents

4,791

work outside of the city. Top places include

Live and work
in Rome

unincorporated Floyd County, the Lindale area, and
Atlanta.
»»

19,845 workers

4,791 residents hold employment within Rome’s

Live outside the city

city limits (36%)

»»

Manufacturing made up 15% of Rome’s jobs in 2002, but that has dropped to 9%.

»»

The current leading industry, healthcare/social assistance, increased its share of all jobs from 23% in 2001 to 28%
in 2018.

»»

Out of the 24,636 employees working in Rome,

EMPLOYEE PROFILE
»»

Healthcare and social assistance is expected to remain the highest employment industry in Rome, capturing an
increasing share of employment in the country.

The typical worker in Rome is between the ages of
30 and 54.

»»

32% of employees make an income of $40,000 a

21%

23%

year or higher, compared to 35% in Floyd County

AGE 55 OR
OLDER

AGE 29 OR
YOUNGER

and 40% in Georgia.

ROME’S EMPLOYMENT BY INDUSTRY
»»

19% of Rome employees hold a four-year college
degree or more advanced degree, with an
additional 25% reporting having some college or
an Associate’s degree.

»»
TOTAL JOBS

56%
AGE 30 TO 54

The racial/ethnic profile of employees in Rome has
changed little since 2009: 16% reported being part

26,387

of a minority racial or ethnic group in both 2009
and 2015.

EMPLOYED RESIDENTS
»»

The number of employed Rome residents has
continued to recover since 2012, growing by 3,095
jobs from 2012 to 2015.

»»

From 2013 to 2015, Rome averaged 9% growth in
the number of employed residents.

»»
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19%
BACHELOR’S
DEGREE OR
ADVANCED
DEGREE

9%
LESS THAN
HIGH
SCHOOL

Residents are employed in a variety of sectors
including:

25%

»»

Manufacturing (19.6%)

»»

Retail trade (11.6%)

»»

Educational services (8.9%)

SOME COLLEGE
OR ASSOCIATES
DEGREE

»»

Healthcare and social assistance (15.3%)

»»

Accommodation and food services (10.3%)

23%
HIGH
SCHOOL OR
EQUIVALENT
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LAND USE

Commercial lands make up 13.3 % of Rome.

The existing land use mix in Rome’s city limits is more

Commercial lands are concentrated in the downtown

evenly distributed than in unincorporated Floyd County.

area, as well as along major corridors. In Rome, the

The primary land use is residential at 31.0%. The average

main commercial centers are Mount Berry Mall, Sam’s

residential parcel is 0.45 acres, a typical size for more

Club and Walmart Supercenter along Shorter Avenue,

urban fringe/suburban communities.

and Home Depot off of Turner McCall Boulevard,
among other big box and chain retailers.

Agricultural lands or lands set aside for conservation
make up about 24.3% of the city. These lands are

Lastly, industrial lands and lands used for utilities make

primarily parks, small farms, environmentally sensitive

up 13.4% of Rome. These are mainly manufacturing

areas, and underdeveloped or vacant lands.

plants, industrial parks, and utilities such as power
lines and government office administering utilities.

Public/Institutional lands are those that are owned by a

Most notable is the vacant General Electric plant, Syntec

tax-exempt organization (e.g. public schools, colleges

Industries, and the Suzuki Manufacturing plant.

and universities, churches, or governments). They make
up 18.0% of the land in Rome. Most notable of those
are Northwestern Georgia Technical College, Rome
City Schools, public parks, land owned by Rome-Floyd
County, and land owned by Berry College and Shorter
University.
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES

HIGHER EDUCATION

Understanding where community facilities are located

There are two higher education institutions located

within a given area and how they serve the surrounding

in the Rome city limits. The Floyd County campus for

community is important to any planning process: it

Georgia Northwestern Technical College is located in

not only shows areas that are unlikely to change in

the southern part of Rome. It enrolled 2,236 students

the coming decade, but it gives insight to the services

in 2017. The college offers courses for 200 associate

and facilities that are insufficient for the current and

degrees, diplomas, and certificates in studies related to

projected needs of residents.

business, health, industry, nursing, and public service.

SCHOOLS

Shorter University, located in the western part of

ROME CITY SCHOOLS
The Rome City School system currently has 6,072
students attending 7 elementary schools, 1 middle
school, and 1 high school.

the city, is a private, liberal arts university affiliated
with the Georgia Baptist Convention. It enrolls 1,507
undergraduate and graduate students, and offers
online degree programs in nursing, humanities, social
sciences, business, and education.

In 2017, the four-year graduation rate was 88.5%,
down from 92.8% from 2016. 53.2% of students were

PRIVATE EDUCATION

considered to be “college ready,” a metric that measures

Within city limits are four private schools. The most

each graduate’s performance on various standardized

notable of them is the Darlington School. The school

testing. In 2016, 55% of graduates enrolled in college,

is a coeducational day and boarding school founded in

down from 56% in 2015.

1905. It enrolls approximately 750 students from prekindergarten through 12th grade. Other schools include

In 2017, voters voted “yes” for the Rome-Floyd County

the Unity Christian School, St. Mary’s Catholic School,

E-SPLOST. With the funds, Rome City Schools is

and the Montessori School of Rome, which enrolls

currently reconstructing a new building for Main

around 100 students from pre-kindergarten through

Elementary School, one of the system’s 7 elementary

10th grade.

schools. It is estimated that it will be completed in time
for the 2019-2020 school year.
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Below: Anna K. Davie Elementary School in South Rome.
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PARKS AND RECREATION

playground, and Legion Baseball Field. The park hosts

The Rome-Floyd Parks & Recreation Authority operates

the Unified Youth Football program and the Rome High

parks, recreational facilities, and programs for the

School Wolves baseball team.

entire county. There are 6 parks and 1 recreation
center in Rome city limits. They feature open space

Tolbert Park, an 11 acre park, consists of an outdoor

for passive recreation, and various active recreational

basketball court, a multi-purpose field, and two

opportunities.

unlighted tennis courts. The park also serves as a
practice facility for youth sports.

Banty Jones Park, in the southern part of the city, has
several fields for local sports games and practices,

RECREATIONAL TRAILS

as well as playground equipment and picnic areas.

In addition to the parks and recreation centers, there

Two blocks from the park is the Fielder Center, which

are two sets of recreational walking trails within Rome:

consists of a gymnasium with two basketball courts and

the Jackson Hill trails, and the GE trails (so called

two multi-purpose rooms.

because they are located on the former General Electric
plant site). The Jackson Hill trails are located at the

Heritage Park, one of the city’s most visited parks, is

location of Fort Norton, a fortification system which

located in historic downtown Rome. The 8 acre park

defended Rome during the Civil War. During the Great

offers views of the Oostanaula and Etowah Rivers,

Depression, the area was redeveloped by the Works

passive recreation opportunities, a gazebo, picnic areas,

Progress Administration. Today, winding trails provide

fishing and river access, and trails.

a quiet getaway and interpretive markers tell the story
of the Civil War in Rome. The GE trails were opened

Parks Hoke Park is a small park in the South Rome

in 2017, twenty years after the plant closed. There are

neighborhood. It has an outdoor basketball court, a

three loops designed for mountain bikes, totaling four

playground, picnic areas, and a multi-purpose field.

miles, as well as a 1.2 mile walking trail.

The Northside Swim Center features a pool and
slide with splash area. Other amenities include picnic
pavilions and a playground. The Swim Center offers
swimming lessons during the summer.
Ridge Ferry Park off of Riverside Parkway is a 60 acre
park with two main areas. The south side features a
concert stage and a large playground surrounded by
pavilions. The north side has two smaller pavilions and
playground, and features a paved trail along the river.
Ridge Ferry Park hosts the Farmer’s Market, the Rome
Rowing Club, concerts, and many other community
events.
Riverview Park, a 34 acre park, is located behind the
levee on the Coosa River, and has a Youth Sports
Complex. The complex includes a four-field baseball
complex, a two-field football/soccer complex,
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TRANSPORTATION

ARTERIALS VERSUS COLLECTORS

The following section reports on the existing conditions

Roadways serve two primary travel needs: access

of Rome’s transportation network, including roadway

to/from specific locations and travel mobility. While

classification, crashes, transit, and bicycle and

these two functions lie at opposite ends of the

pedestrian infrastructure. The information presented

continuum of roadway function, most roads provide

will influence the recommendations made in Chapter

some combination of each. Roads that serve mobility

3 - Community Vision.

purposes provide fewer opportunities for entry and exit.
Roads that serve accessibility functions provide many

COMMUTING PATTERNS

opportunities for entry and exit.

81% of Rome residents drive alone to work. 10% of
residents carpool to their jobs, the second highest

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) defines the

mode of transportation. Only 2% of residents are able to

different functional classifications below:

walk to work, and fewer take transit or walk.
Principal Arterials and Minor Arterials

ROADWAY CLASSIFICATION

In urban areas, Principal Arterials typically serve activity

Rome’s roadways serve a primary purpose of

centers, transportation terminals, major centers of

connecting local roads to freeways for both local

industry and commerce, and large institutional facilities.

and long-distance trips. Examining the functional

They provide more mobility than minor arterials. On

classification of the roadways gives insight as to how

the other hand, minor arterials have a slightly more

the roadways are supposed to function in relationship

important land access function.

to each other and with the regional transportation
network, and can determine if there are any problems

Major Collectors and Minor Collectors

affecting mobility. Functional classification is often

A road that is not designated as an Arterial but that

broken down into two main categories: arterials and

connects larger generators to the Arterial network can

collectors. See the sidebar on page 56 for an in-depth

be classified as a Major Collector. Major Collectors

explanation on arterials and collectors.

generally are busier, have more signal-controlled
intersections and serve more commercial development.

The network as a whole is very centered around

Minor Collectors serve more clustered residential areas

downtown and nearby neighborhoods. US-27/Martha

that have yet to be served by a roadway within higher

Berry Boulevard, SR-20/Shorter Avenue, US-27/SR-1/

classification categories.

Turner McCall Boulevard, US-411/SR-20/Cartersville
Highway, SR-53/Cedartown Highway, SR-53/New

In short, Arterials are higher-capacity roads designed to

Calhoun Highway, and the Veterans Memorial Highway

carry heavy amounts of traffic with few interruptions.

serve as key arterials in Rome, distributing regional

Collectors are lower-capacity roads designed to carry a

and, to a lesser extent, local traffic. They appear to

moderate amount of traffic, but has many crossroads to

carry the most traffic in the county (see pages 46-47),

connect to local and Arterial roads. For the purposes of

and see congestion. The collector streets also serve as

effective transportation planning, these considerations

key corridors that connect local traffic to the arterials,

are important as they impact not just roadway design,

and are designed to balance capacity with function.

but the experience of traveling.

Considering the population density of Rome and where
its major industrial and commercial centers are located,
the functional classifications as they are seem to be
sufficient in meeting the needs of roadway users.
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TRAFFIC

»»

N 2nd Avenue: 1,420-28,300

Between Shorter Avenue, Turner McCall Boulevard, and

»»

N Division Street: 5,320-8,080

»»

North Avenue: 2,810

map to the right for annual average daily traffic counts

»»

Old Airport Road: 1,570

from 2016.

»»

Old Lindale Road: 3,750

SR-53/Cedartown highway, Rome sees some of the
highest traffic volumes in the county. See below and the

»»

Billy Pyle Road: 1,040

»»

Redmond Circle/Redmond Road: 10,400-20,900

»»

Blacks Bluff Road: 1,320

»»

Reservoir Street/Harvey Street: 2,660-3,800

»»

Branham Avenue: 820-1,100

»»

Riverbend Drive: 7,660

»»

Broad Street: 9,460-14,000

»»

Riverside Parkway: 5,930-13,600

»»

Burnett Ferry Road: 7,400

»»

Saddle Trail/Chateau Drive/Dodd Boulevard:

»»

Calhoun Avenue: 5,030-6,190

»»

Cave Spring Road: 2,840

»»

S Broad Street: 8,420

»»

Cedar Avenue: 2,120-2,400

»»

SR-1/East Rome Bypass: 13,000-13,600

»»

Charlton Street: 1,300

»»

SR-1/North Rome Connector: 22,600

»»

Darlington Drive: 3,200-3,590

»»

SR-1/Veterans Memorial Highway: 21,900

»»

Dean Avenue: 15,400

»»

SR-20/Shorter Avenue: 24,100-32,340

»»

E 1st Avenue: 2,540-2,590

»»

SR-53/Cedertown Highway: 17,950-28,600

»»

E 2nd Avenue: 11,300-30,200

»»

SR-101/Rockmart Highway: 12,900

»»

E 5th Avenue/N 5th Avenue: 400-5,000

»»

R-293/Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard: 7,980-

»»

E 8th Avenue: 3,620

»»

E 1st Street: 2,150-2,830

»»

E 12th Street: 3,310-4,510

»»

E 19th Street: 810

»»

E Main Street: 8,730

»»

Garden Lakes Boulevard: 8,280

»»

Glenn Milner Boulevard: 6,130

»»

Horseleg Creek Road: 4,130

»»

Huffaker Road: 1,270-5,070

»»

John Davenport Drive: 2,050-5,840

»»

John Maddox Drive: 2,070-2,650

»»

Kingston Avenue: 1,560

»»

Lavender Drive: 5,010-5,290

»»

Maple Avenue: 7,660-10,300

»»

Mathis Drive: 1,930-2,540
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1,890-3,190

10,500
»»

Technology Parkway: 1,250-2,740

»»

Turner Chapel Road: 2,670

»»

Watson Road: 1,320

»»

Woodbine Avenue: 1,570

»»

US-27/Martha Berry Boulevard: 17,300-25,800

»»

US-27/SR-1/Turner McCall Boulevard: 23,50032,540

»»

US-27/SR-53/N Broad Street: 8,070-14,800

»»

US-411/SR-20/Cartersville Highway: 17,70027,300

The information shows that most of the city’s traffic is
located on principal and minor arterials, fulfilling their
function. Very few streets see daily traffic under 1,000
vehicles; those areas are located in more residential
areas in the city.
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CRASHES
Crash data indicates the safety of existing roadways.
The more incidents a roadway has, the more likely it is
that there are safety improvements that can be made to
reduce the overall crash rate.
Within Rome city limits, there were 90 crashes resulting
in no fatalities and 140 injuries between the years 2011
and 2017. What should be noted is that within a halfmile of the city limits, there were 388 crashes resulting
in 10 fatalities and 592 injuries.
The majority of the crashes that take place in Rome and
in its immediate surrounding areas occur along major
roadways, particularly along:
»»

SR-20/Alabama Highway;

»»

US-27/Martha Berry Highway;

»»

SR-53/New Calhoun Highway

»»

US-27/SR-1/Turner McCall Boulevard

»»

SR-293/Kingston Highway

»»

US-411/Cartersville Highway; and

»»

SR-101/Rockmart Road

The northern and southern ends of Rome appear to
have a significant density of crashes, especially along
SR-101/Rockmart Road and its surrounding streets, and
US-27/Martha Berry Highway. Compared to the countywide number of 1,935 crashes, the city itself has had
relatively few accidents resulting in death or injury. This
indicates that roadway safety isn’t a major issue within
the city, however, there may be issues present that are
cause for concern.
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TRANSIT

Route 3 covers North Rome, and can take passengers

The City of Rome operates the county’s only transit

to Berry College and Mount Berry Mall. It serves around

system. Service is provided between 5:40am and

172 passengers a day, and services 38 total bus stops.

6:30pm on weekdays, and does not operate on

The average trip length on the route is between 47 and

weekends. In 2015, it was reported that on any given

59 minutes. The three most used stops are Riverside

weekday, an average of 4,281 unlinked trips were made

Pkwy DEFACS, Berry Square Mall main entrance, and

using the transit service, with most being Rome City

Watters St/Spurlock St.

Schools students using the tripper services.
All three routes connect downtown at the transit station
The Main Line has five routes. Routes 1A and 1B cover

on E. 1st Street between 2nd and 3rd Avenues, and

the western end of Rome, along Shorter Avenue

the Harbin Clinic serves as a transfer point for Routes

and Redmond Road. Route 1A serves around 258

1 and 3. In addition to the Main Line, Rome Transit

passengers a day, and services 65 total bus stops. The

Department offers Tripper Services that operate during

latest transit analysis showed that the average trip

morning and afternoon peak hours. They are open to

length on the route (the total time it takes to complete

the public, and connect to the Main Line. The Tripper

the entire route) was between 49 and 59 minutes. The

Services are used by Rome City Schools to bus students

three most used stops are Heritage Point Apartments,

from their homes to their respective schools. Curb-to-

John Maddox Drive, and the Redmond Circle Walmart.

curb para-transit service is offered for individuals with

Route 1B serves around 242 passengers a day, and

disabilities and the elderly pending application to Rome

services 61 total bus stops. Analysis shows that the

Transit Department. It operates within 3/4 miles of the

average trip length on the route is between 51 and 60

Main Line during operating hours.

minutes. The three most used stops are the Redmond
Circle Walmart, Shorter Ave/Sycamore St, and Floyd

The 2015 transit analysis showed that the five routes

Medical Center.

have a good spatial relationship with the transit
department’s target riders (those likely to have less

Routes 2A and 2B go through South Rome and areas

reliable access to personal transportation), and provides

along Cartersville Highway. Route 2A services around

adequate access to medical, educational, and social

279 passengers a day, and services 60 total bus stops.

services, as well as commercial centers.

The latest transit analysis shows that the average trip
length on the route is between 50 and 66 minutes.
The three most used stops are Walmart, East 19th St/
Flannery St, and Hicks Dr/Goodwill. Unlike Route 2A,
Route 2B serves the Darlington School, the Veterans
Outreach Clinic, and additional apartment complexes.
Route 2B serves around 208 passengers a day, and
services 62 total bus stops. The average trip length on
the route is between 52 and 62 minutes. The three most
used stops are Hicks Dr/Goodwill, Hicks Dr/Home
Depot, and Riverbend Dr/TJ Maxx.
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BICYCLE & PEDESTRIAN FACILITIES
Rome has some dedicated facilities for walking and
biking, most notably the Heritage Trail System.
However, the coverage of the network is low relative
to the entire roadway network. Bikeways and multiuse paths cover just 0.85% of the roadway network,
and sidewalks cover 5.9% of the roadway network.
Throughout the city, there are regional bicycle routes.
The routes are signed, but do not have dedicated road
space for cyclists. Routes 134, 139, and 145 go through
Rome. Also present are sharrows along 1st Avenue
downtown and Broad Street that connect to the Silver
Creek Trail, the Kingfisher Trail, and the Chieftans Trail.
The Rome-Floyd County MPO Bicycle, Pedestrian,
and Trail Master Plan (see pages 32-33) made
recommendations on how to expand upon bicycle and
pedestrian facilities in the city and proposed roadways
that could accommodate those improvements.
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HOUSING

HOUSING TYPE & TENURE

HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS

»»

The majority of housing units in the county are single family detached, accounting for 67% of the housing stock.

»»

Households in the city tend to be slightly smaller than those in the overall region.

»»

Rome has a much higher percentage of multi-family housing than Floyd County.

»»

Two-thirds of households in the city do not have children, a slightly higher rate than in the rest of the Northwest

»»

In addition to the rental of multi-family units, 41% of all renter housing units are single family units.

»»

34% of single family homes and 60% townhomes in the city are renter-occupied.

Georgia region and the state.
HOUSEHOLD
CHARACTERISTICS
Estimated households
(2018)
Small households (1 or 2
people)
Medium households (3-4
people)
Large households (5+
people)
Households with children
Households without
children

NORTHWEST
ROME

FLOYD COUNTY

GEORGIA

STATE OF GEORGIA

14,035

35,878

325,220

3,891,635

8,521

61%

21,001

59%

177,420

55%

2,219.343

57%

3,847

27%

10,905

30%

106,868

33%

1,222,657

31%

Single family
Townhome

12%

3,962

11%

40,932

13%

449,635

12%

4,714

34%

12,358

34%

124,313

38%

1,435,527

37%

9,321

66%

23,520

66%

200,907

62%

2,456,108

63%

5,232

37%

11,023

31%

85,960

26%

1,227,580

32%

Estimated average
household size (2018)

2.6

2.7

% OF ALL

UNITS IN

UNITS IN

RENTER-

OWNER-

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

% OF ALL

OCCUPIED

OCCUPIED

THAT ARE

THAT ARE

HOUSING

HOUSING

HOUSING

RENTER-

OWNER-

UNITS

UNITS

UNITS

OCCUPIED

OCCUPIED

TOTAL

66.1%

41.4%

95.5%

34.0%

66.0%

100%

2.8%

2.2%

60.2%

39.8%

100%

44.2%

97.7%

35.0%

65.0%

100%

Duplex

9.3%

16.6%

0.5%

97.5%

2.5%

100%

3 or 4 units

5.0%

8.9%

0.4%

96.4%

3.6%

100%

5 to 9 units

4.1%

7.5%

0.2%

97.8%

2.2%

100%

10 or more units

11.8%

21.3%

0.5%

98.1%

1.9%

100%

Subtotal Multi-family

30.2%

54.3%

1.6%

97.6%

2.4%

100%

1.2%

1.5%

0.7%

71.8%

28.2%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Townhome

Total
»»

2.5

% OF ALL

2.5%

Mobile home or other type
Non-family households

% OF

68.6%

Subtotal - Single family &
1,667

% OF

While renters are generally clustered at the lower end of the income scale, Rome shows a mix of higher-income
renters who might wish to purchase a home, but may be limited by a tight real estate market, “renters by choice”

2.6

who choose higher-amenity rental communities, and holdovers from the foreclosure crisis unable to qualify for
mortgage financing despite being income-qualified.
»»

Housing affordability is a possible issue in Rome: 32.7% of homeowners paying a mortgage as part of their
monthly housing costs report using over 30% of their income towards those costs. 47.5% of renters report
spending 30% or more of their income toward rent alone.
% OF ALL

% OF ALL

INCOME

INCOME

HOUSEHOLDS

OWNERS

RENTERS

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

IN INCOME

IN INCOME

IN INCOME

WHO OWN

WHO RENT

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

CATEGORY

HOMES

HOMES

TOTAL

Less than $25,000

33.7%

18.3%

46.6%

24.8%

75.2%

100%

$25,000-$49,999

28.2%

24.5%

31.2%

39.7%

60.3%

100%

$50,000-$74,999

16.2%

20.1%

12.9%

56.7%

43.4%

100%

$75,000-$99,999

8.4%

12.9%

4.6%

70.2%

29.8%

100%

$100,000-$149,999

7.5%

13.1%

2.7%

80.3%

19.7%

100%

83.1%

16.9%

100%

$150,000 or more
Total
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6.4%

11.1%

1.9%

100%

100%

100%
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AGE OF HOUSING
»»

NEW HOME SALES
»»

The housing stock in Rome is significantly older, with 73% of all units being built before 1990.

The median sale price for new homes in Rome has risen 9% in the past 12 months (2017 to 2018) to a new high
of $121,863 ($75/square foot).

»»

Most new homes sold in Rome are single family detached homes (81%); that number has decreased since 2016
(89%).

»»

The number of homes sold in the higher price ranges has increased significantly in 2015.

NEW HOME SALES BY PRICE
60
1939 or
earlier

1940 to
1949

1950 to
1959

1960 to
1969

1970 to
1979

1980 to
1989

1990 to
1999

2000 to
2009

2010 or
later

50
40

HOUSING VALUE
»»

Nearly 40% of the housing in the city are valued between $100,000 and $200,000.

»»

The median value is $125,227, about $5,500 less than Floyd County, and $18,000 less than the Northwest

30
20
10

Georgia median value.

0
Less than
$100,000

$100,000 $200,000

$200,000 $300,000
2015

$300,000 $400,000
2016

$400,000 $999,999

$1,000,000
or more

2017

APARTMENT MARKET
»»

Rome is home to 70% of Floyd County’s multi-family offerings.

»»

The number of units has risen slightly since 2000, with the opening of 4 new complexes in Rome and 1 in
unincorporated Floyd County, totaling 423 units.

»»

Multi-family units average 6.5% vacancy.

»»

Typically, apartment units in Rome cost an average of $662 per month to rent, and are an average size of 964
square feet.

Less than
$60,000
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$60,000
$100,000
$200,000 $300,000 $400,000 $500,000 $750,000 - $1,000,000
- $99,999 - $199,999 - $299,999 - $399,999 - $499,999 - $749,999 $999,999
or more
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NATURAL & CULTURAL
RESOURCES
WATERSHEDS
Rome is located centrally where three watersheds meet:
the Upper Coosa watershed, the Oostanaula watershed,
and the Etowah watershed. The Upper Coosa
watershed is south of the Coosa River and west of
Silver Creek, the Oostanaula watershed is north of the
Coosa and Etowah rivers, and the Etowah watershed
is south of the Etowah River and east of Silver Creek.
All three of the watersheds are part of the Coosa river
basin. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has
not reported any has not recently reported any water
quality issues in Rome.

GROUNDWATER RECHARGE AREAS

PROTECTED RIVER CORRIDORS
All three rivers, the Coosa, Etowah, and Oostanaula
rivers, lie in protected river corridors, according to data
from the Georgia Department of Natural Resources.

GREENSPACES & FLOODPLAINS
Rome has a variety of greenspaces including six public
parks and private recreation areas. Floodplains are
plentiful throughout the county (see the map on page
99).

CULTURAL RESOURCES
Along with parks, according to the Rome Office
of Tourism, there are places that serve as tourist
destinations and points for cultural experiences within
Rome:

According to the Coosa-North Georgia Water Planning

»»

Historic DeSoto Theatre

District (CNGWPD), there are Paleozoic rock aquifers

»»

Rome City Auditorium

»»

Labyrinth of Rome

Paleozoic rock aquifers include turbidity, pH, hardness,

»»

Rome Area History Museum

and iron. For the 2010 plan’s analysis, it was determined

»»

State Mutual Stadium

that there were no groundwater sustainable yield

»»

Myrtle Hill Cemetery

»»

Coosa Country Club

was conducted as part of their Regional Water Plan

»»

Chieftans Museum

update in 2017. Within Rome, these recharge areas

»»

Duke Museum of Military History

within the Etowah and Oostanaula River watersheds.
Water quality issues known to be associated with the

issues within the region based on current demands and
conditions. No new analysis of groundwater availability

are located in the South Rome neighborhood, and
southwest of the neighborhood along the Coosa River.

HISTORIC DISTRICTS
Rome has five local historic districts, with four being on

WETLANDS
According to data compiled through the National

the National Registry of Historic Places (bolded):
»»

Between the Rivers (designated June 4, 1979)

and near ponds. Within the city, there exists National

»»

Oakdene Place (designated July 6, 1981)

Wetlands, and FEMA 100-year flood zones.

»»

Avenue A (designated April 20, 1998)

»»

East Rome (designated May 17, 1999)

»»

College Heights (designated July 3, 2000)

Wetlands inventory, there are wetlands along streams

PROTECTED MOUNTAINS
Rome does not contain any protected mountains.
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Historic preservation is carried out by the Rome Historic

Historic District is historically significant in the areas of

Preservation Commission, who works concurrently

community planning and development, architecture,

with the Rome-Floyd Planning and Zoning Department

and local history. In terms of community planning

staff in carrying out the provisions of the historic

and development, the district is significant for its

preservation ordinance.

development as an early suburb of Rome, which was
later incorporated into the city. In terms of architecture,

BETWEEN THE RIVERS

the district is significant for its group of intact

This area, which lies between the Etowah, Oostanaula,

residences that document typical housing in Rome

and Coosa Rivers, is the site of Rome’s founding in

dating from the 1880s to the 1920s.

1834 and where early businesses and industries served
the town. From May to November of 1864, the Union

EAST ROME

troops occupied Rome. When General Sherman left

The East Rome Historic District is a late 19th- and

Rome for his March to Atlanta, most of Rome had been

early 20th-century neighborhood with residential,

burned by his troops. After the war, the rebirth that

commercial, and institutional uses. The area is known

began between the rivers in downtown, became the

for its Victorian, Queen Anne, Second Empire, Georgian

finest Victorian city center in Georgia, and is the largest,

Revival, and Bungalow/Craftsman Style homes. Some of

intact Victorian-era district in the state.

the most elaborate Victorian structures are the Colonel
Hamilton Yancey Residence in the Second Empire style,

OAKDENE PLACE

located on the northeast corner of Second Avenue and

Originally developed for Rome’s prominent families

East 10th Street, and the large two-story Queen Anne

and industrial and civic leaders, Oakdene Place was a

style residence on the south side of East 8th Street

planned subdivision with a curvilinear street layout with

between 2nd Avenue and Turner McCall Boulevard.

planted street trees, hedges, rock walls, and a planned
lake which was never built. Oakdene Place’s first phase

COLLEGE HEIGHTS

of development was from the late 1870s until 1903

Shorter University, established in the 1870s near

when the construction of a foundry to the south halted

downtown Rome, moved to its present location

development. Oakdene Place is listed on the National

on what is now known as Shorter Avenue in 1911.

Register of Historic Places and is historically significant

Construction of this new campus spurred the

in the areas of architecture, community planning and

development of the adjacent neighborhood known as

development, landscape architecture, and local history.

College Heights. The College Heights Historic District

The northern part of the district contains large Queen

features a curvilinear street pattern that is typical of

Anne, late Victorian, and Neoclassical style houses built

early twentieth century neighborhood development.

by some of Rome’s prominent families.

The district is characterized by varying lot sizes,
informal landscaping, and an eclectic mix of house

AVENUE A

styles and sizes. The district is a good example of the

The Avenue A area developed originally as part of the

evolving architectural trends of the twentieth century;

village of DeSoto, an early suburb of Rome, located on

the neighborhood has examples of suburban housing

the flat land northwest of the historic heart of Rome in

dating from the 1910s through the 1960s. Predominate

Between the Rivers and across the Oostanaula River.

house styles are: Colonial Revival; English Vernacular

DeSoto began a slow growth in the 1870s and 1880s

Revival, and Craftsman. Predominate house types

as Rome’s entrepreneurs and land companies laid

include: minimal traditional; English cottage; ranch;

out streets and sold lots in the area. The Avenue A

Georgian; and side-gabled cottage.
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ISSUES & OPPORTUNITIES

»»

73% of all units were built before 1990. While

Listed below are the primary issues and opportunities

there are merits to having an older housing stock,

gathered through examining existing conditions and

this can signal a weak housing market, as older

community engagement.

homes may not be in good condition and will
continue to decline.

ISSUES
»»

»»
»»

active seniors and those who will require more
medical care.
»»

served communities, especially North Rome.
»»

The presence of Shorter University and
Northwestern Georgia Technical College

to traffic congestion, and prompts the need to

technology, education, and healthcare sectors.

like Atlanta and Birmingham, which will further

consider traffic demand management techniques

decrease the number of young families with

within the city.

a need to consider expanding service.
»»

»»

»»

such as walking and biking. There are some

locations or relocations.

facilities in place, but they are not very well

in developing new jobs that are higher-skill and

connected nor do they reach activity centers.

younger generations who stay in the area. There
isn’t a lot of 1 or 2 bedroom units that are in the

»»

»»

residents.
Housing affordability is a possible issue. Nearly

A flat tax digest will not yield the money needed

holdovers from the foreclosure crisis nearly a

to fund future improvements.

decade ago that cannot purchase a home at
this time despite being income-qualified. In the

Rome has an issue with food deserts. Residents

The presence of rivers, streams, and ponds

coming years, some of these holdovers may begin
purchasing new homes, providing opportunities
for the residential real estate market.
»»

»»

The rivers are prime areas to develop new parks
and recreation opportunities.

»»

Improving the appearance of transportation

creates a lot of wetlands and areas prone to

corridors will create a sense of place for both

flooding. This has potential to limit development

residents and visitors.

opportunities.

33% of homeowners with a mortgage report
47.5% of renters also report spending more than

of a combination of “renters by choice” and

walkability is high.

quality units and higher priced units that are

using over 30% of their income towards housing.

income of $50,000 and higher), that may consist

the bridges.

car ownership rates are low, or in areas where

housing stock consists of mainly older, poorer

bring some needed investment into the area.

renters (about 22% of all renters have a household

located in low-income areas, in areas where

quality single family units for rent or sale. The

provides an opportunity to redevelop the area and

Rome currently has a lot of higher-income

Aging infrastructure is a major issues, especially

food. There are little to no fresh food outlets

There is a low inventory of medium- to high-

not affordable to most current and prospective

»»

report having to drive further distances for fresh

$500 to $800 range.

The closing of the recycling center in North Rome

and broadband internet, something that many

skill and low-paying. There needs to be a focus

»»

»»

There is widespread presence of wireless data
employers are looking for when considering

affecting the number of millennials and even

redevelopment.

to trade industries that the local workforce needs.

There are few alternative modes of transportation,

A low inventory of rental properties is potentially

that can benefit from adaptive reuse and/or

The creation of a College and Career Academy

indicates that jobs in the city are somewhat low-

»»

There are declining areas within the city

will have the potential to introduce more students

On paper, the city’s transit system is able to

$40,000 per year or more, 44% of workers have

existence of lower-skill and lower-wage jobs.

»»

»»

moving away to live and work in larger cities,

effectively serve its target populations, but there is

»»

opportunities in the coming years.

programs for economic growth, particularly in the

32% of workers within the city are making

economic development.

its master plan will provide many unique

region is suburban/rural, this is likely contributing

pay higher wages, without compromising the

»»

Furthering downtown’s development via

After they finish their education, millennials are

»»

positive effects on quality of life, traffic, and

field.
»»

Expanding transit service within Rome and
throughout the rest of the county will have

more medical facilities and jobs in the medical

provides opportunities to leverage their academic

some college or a post-secondary degree. This

»»

Despite efforts, there is a low focus on under-

»»

The aging population will prompt the need for

82% of residents drive to work — although the

children living in the city.
»»

»»

issues present within the city.

The population is aging — there will be a need
for not only more senior housing, but options for

A growing income gap will exacerbate any equity

OPPORTUNITIES

»»

Expanding the trail network will have positive

The presence of groundwater recharging areas

affects on tourism, recreation, and even

can have a negative effect on water quality.

commuting patterns.

30% of their income on housing.
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OFFICE MARKET

MARKET ANALYSIS &
BROADBAND ACCESS

»»
»»
CAVE

RETAIL MARKET

SPRING

There is over 5 million square feet of retail space

Existing Buildings

12

FLOYD
ROME

COUNTY

407

»»

County’s retail space. Cave Spring has only 63,000

Existing Square

square feet of retail.

Footage

Average retail rents in Rome ($6.87/square foot)

Vacancy Rate

63,337

441

5,102,520

5,292,970

-

4.6%

4.1%

Floyd County ($6.77/square foot). Retail rental

Average Triple-Net

rates in Rome are at a ten-year low.

Rent

-

$6.87

$6.77

ROME

COUNTY

-

216

218

-

1,951,572

1,960,175

-

2.7%

2.9%

-

$9.54

$9.54

Existing Buildings

Office rents have fallen even during Recession
recovery, from a 2009 high of $15.98/square foot

Existing Square

to a 2018 low of $9.54/square foot.

Footage

Average office vacancy in Rome peaked at 6% in

Vacancy Rate

»»

2018.

Average Triple-Net

Office property is concentrated in downtown

Rent

near the intersection of East 2nd Avenue and East
12th Street.

OFFICE RENT, 2007-2017

Retail vacancy has decreased significantly since

$18
$16
$14
$12
$10
$8
$6
$4
$2
$0

the Recession. Vacancy rates have decreased by
more than half, from a 2011 high of 10% to only
4.6% in 2018.
»»

SPRING

Rome, near Berry College at SR-1 and SR-27, and

are slightly higher than the overall average for

»»

FLOYD

2014 but has since recovered to a low of 2.7% in

in Rome, making up about 96% of all of Floyd

»»

Office space in Rome makes up more than 99.9%
of all Floyd County office space.

MARKET ANALYSIS
»»

CAVE

Retail property in Floyd County is concentrated in
downtown Rome and along the SR-20 corridor.

TOTAL RETAIL SPACE
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INDUSTRIAL AND FLEX SPACE MARKET
»»

Industrial and flex rental rates rose sharply in 2016,
from $2.62/square foot in 2015 to $8.61/square
foot in 2016. Current rents are at a new high of

»»

ROME

COUNTY

-

216

218

BROADBAND ACCESS
INTERNET ACCESS
»»

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) defines, at minimum, standard broadband access as 25
megabits per second (mbps) download speed, and 3 mbps upload speed.

Existing Square

Vacancy rates for industrial/flex space has been

Footage

-

1,951,572

1,960,175

»»

The FCC measures access from 6 different technologies, including “other” technologies: asymmetric digital
subscriber line (ADSL), cable, fiber, fixed wireless, and satellite.

Vacancy Rate

of 1.6% and 0.9% for Rome and Floyd County,

FLOYD

SPRING
Existing Buildings

$9.50/square foot.

decreasing since 2013 and are at a new low

»»

CAVE

-

2.7%

2.9%

»»

As of December 2016, the FCC reported that 7.2% of the total county population (including Rome and Cave
Spring) did not have access to a fixed residential broadband provider that meets or exceeds the FCC’s definition

respectively.

Average Triple-Net

Industrial and flex property is most heavily

Rent

-

$9.54

of broadband access. Breakdowns are as follows:

$9.54

»»

45.6% of the population has access to 1 fixed residential broadband provider.

concentrated along SR-53 (Lowe’s Distribution

»»

47.2% of the county has access to 2 fixed residential broadband providers.

Center) and along SR-20 and US-27 on the

»»

3.63% of the urban population and 13.3% of the rural population do not have access to a fixed residential

southern end of Rome.

broadband provider.
»»

RENT PER SQUARE FOOT, 2009-2017

Overall, Floyd County, especially near Rome, is well-covered by high speed broadband internet service. This

$10

type of service is necessary to attract employers in the digital and technology industries, as well as attract and

$9

retain younger households, as this has become a factor for this generation in choosing where to live or work.
»»

$8

Within Rome, there are few pockets that do not have a fixed residential broadband provider. Those include the

$7

Northwest Georgia Regional Hospital site, the former General Electric site, the Floyd Medical Center campus,

$6

parks, major commercial and industrial centers, and undeveloped areas. The main providers of broadband

$5

service are AT&T and Comcast. See page 68 for a more detailed map of Rome’s residential broadband access.

$4

»»

If any area within the cities and the county without a broadband provider want to attract more residential

$3

development, the appropriate municipalities will need to work to ensure that broadband access can be provided

$2

in those areas.

$1

CELLULAR DATA

$0
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YTD

»»

The county has complete 3G cellular data coverage, with the majority having greater 4G coverage. This is a key
amenity to attracting new businesses and residents.

»»

VACANCY RATE, 2009-2017

Signal is reported as weakening outside of Rome.
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